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Land legislation of Ukraine consists of a large volume of normative documentation. The given paper 

shows the possibility of using the methods of linguistic analysis for the decomposition of the Land Code of 

Ukraine. The possibilities of lexicographic systems application for more organized formalization of some of 

its sections and clauses for subsequent creation of knowledge base, that could be used in intelligent-

information technologies of land administration, are suggested. 
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Introduction 

In modern world information technologies are the most efficient tool for successful, rapid and 

efficient solution of problems, emerging in various spheres of human activity, including the sphere 

of land management. 

Practical tasks of land management are solved on the base of the methods of land administration  

[1]. Unfortunately, as the data from [2 – 3] prove, nowadays in Ukraine these problems are solved 

non efficiently as a result of  low performance, weak law  enforcement, high level of subjectivism of 

their solutions, etc.  

It is possible to increase the efficiency of practical problems of land administration solution on 

the basis of development and application of intelligent information technologies, based on modern 

knowledge bases. 

For their creation it is necessary to develop the software for intelligent technologies of land 

administration, that is based on the  norms and rules of the  Land Code of Ukraine [5]. However, as 

it is known, norms and rules of the  Land Code is the integral product of subjective judgements. 

That is why, they contain eroded and fuzzy notions and in certain cases, contradictions that 

complicate the construction of the models for knowledge and data bases. In its turn, eroded, fuzzy 

judgements of the  Land Code of Ukraine, complicate the creation of efficient software complexes 

that realize the above-mentioned information technologies. 

The study of the research on the subject of law formalization [6 – 8] showed that not all legal 

relations could be presented by means of this method. However, its application, presented in the 

formula of legal norms does not assume varying interpretation. Application of the method of 

formalization in law science promotes complete and correct information perception and realization 

of legal directives. Usage of formalization methods will enable to determine clearly all basic 

notions.  

Decomposition of the Land Code of Ukraine 

The aim of the given paper is formalization of the elements of land legislation on the example of 

the Land Code of Ukraine, applying the methods of mathematical and linguistic modeling for their 

further presentation in knowledge bases. 

To achieve this goal we will present Land legislation of Ukraine and, in particular, Land Code of 

Ukraine in the form of generalized hierarchic structural model, that illustrates the decomposition of 

Land legislation to the last linguistic object by means of the methods of linguistic analysis, as it is 

suggested in [9, 10, 11] (see Fig. 1). 
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Fig. 1. Generalized structural model, illustrating the decomposition of  land legislation  to the last linguistic  

object(clause) 

 

In Fig. 1 land legislation is denoted by ZZ, it will be considered as basic set in the tower of sets. 

 { }{ }{ }{ }ςs,...,s,...,g,...,r,...,zzPM
zkzkzk

1111= .  (1) 

Proceeding from the structure and degree of the  inclusions in the tower of sets in Fig. 2 we will 

show how the components of the Land Code of Ukraine correlate, what semantic load carries the 

component of the  Land Code of Ukraine and in what degree the essence of land relations in the 

studied linguistic object is revealed [9, 10, 11] (the term «linguistic object» means interconnected 

set of text corpuses  (sections, chapters, clauses, and text of their content)). 
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Fig. 2. Generalized hierarchical model of text  corpora correspondence, that shows the degree  of text semantics 

generalization 

 

Fig. 2 shows that with the increase of the detalization degree the  of text corpora  semantic 

loading in revealing of complex land relations increases. 

Modeling of Land Code of Ukraine clauses and their presentation in knowledge base 

According to recommendations given in works [12, 13] we will present the generalized 

situational model of land relations (see Fig. 3). In this Figure the method of the decomposition of 

complex relations in land management sphere is illustrated: S – is the set of relations that could 

emerge between the set of subjects (С – is the set  of the land plots holders); the set of objects (Z – 

are land plots) on the base of ownership rights (v), use rights (p) and land administration rights (r). 

Semantics of these relations is set by the corpus of the clause text. 
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Fig. 3. Example of the generalized situational model of land relations 

 

In terms of corpus - based linguistics the clause of the Land Code of Ukraine is the corpus that 

contains  main semantic loading  in revealing the essence of various land relations. 

Each corpus of the clause text, depending on its meaning, can be decomposed into separate small 

corpora of the text. 

For instance, section 6 of the  Land code of Ukraine contains  Chapter 26 «Tasks, content and 

order  of land protection» [5], that consists of 7 clauses, written on 7 pages (from 162 to 168). 

Clause 162 «Notion of land protection» [5] gives definition but does not set the functional part of 

land relations and does not require decomposition. 

Clause 163 is the description of the set of complex relations and is to be decomposed with the 

aim of their presentation in knowledge base (KB), as it is shown in Fig. 3. 

The examples of the considered clauses of the Land Code of Ukraine show that separate clauses 

require detailed analysis for allocation and formalization of land relations and their presentation in 

knowledge base (see Fig. 4). 
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Fig. 4. Example of the generalized model of knowledge base filling  

 

Each relation, described in the clause, could be presented in knowledge base. And each similar  

А£ component of knowledge base will correspond to the corpus  of the clause of the  Land code of 

Ukraine. 

For instance, the last element of the  Land code of Ukraine hierarchy is the clause   162 «Notion 

of land protection», that consists of linguistic corpora, that could be presented by means of 

calculation of predicates : 
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set of land plots, designated for agricultural use; { }8 oZ z=  – is the set of land plots of state water 

fund; { }κc,...,cC 1=  – is the set of the subjects of land relations. 

The set of such formulas, derived from linguistic corpora of the  Land Code of Ukraine will 

compose the knowledge base. 

Conclusions 

The knowledge base, that will become the basis for the development of intelligent information 

technologies in land administration, can be created within the limits of the  Land Code of Ukraine, 

dividing it into linguistic objects. 
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